Delivering the AI Economy
For Financial Services

Agorai is a new breed of company. We are an AI-enablement firm.
We guide companies that are seeking to join the AI economy. We know that implementing artificial intelligence
solutions can be complicated, and determining how to get started even more so.
We work with you to make it simple. Here is what we do:
We curate AI solutions that are available today.
We connect you with the solutions that can address your specific business needs.
We help you deliver these solutions in weeks instead of months or years.
Making Financial Services Better with Artificial Intelligence – Representative Offerings

Fraud Detection

We provide supercharged fraud detection technology. Our cloud-based, machine
learning-enabled platform enriches and analyzes data points at multiple transaction
points and delivers clear precision scoring of activity, allowing business to focus on
fraud resolution vs. fraud Identification.

Back Office Automation
Our solutions automate many of the manual tasks associated with financial services back
office operations including data reconciliation, regulatory compliance, and enterprise
reporting. Used by some of the world’s largest banks, we have delivered significant
reductions in cost and enterprise risk.

Revenue Generating Insights

We provide businesses with close to real-time data from over one billion mobile
devices, which when combined with the right machine learning models creates a
competitive advantage for both your trading and lending business lines.

Our Expertise

AI Expertise

Financial Services Expertise

Agorai benefits from having leading AI
scientists from universities such as MIT and
Imperial College in-house. We also work
closely with the top VC funds focused on
investing in applied AI solutions.

Our financial services leads have run trading
desks, managed back office operations, and
run enterprise IT programs. We have the right
“in-the-trenches” experience to partner
effectively and ensure your success.

Web: https://www.agorai.ai
Email: info@agorai.ai

